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Abstract. The ability to find the speaker face region in a video is important in various application areas. In this work, we develop a novel
technique to find this region robustly against different views and complex
backgrounds using gray images only. The main thrust of this technique
is to integrate audiovisual correlation analysis into an image segmentation framework to extract the speaker face region. We first analyze the
video in a time window and evaluate the audiovisual correlation locally at
each pixel position using a novel statistical measure based on Quadratic
Mutual Information. As only local visual information is adopted in this
stage, the analysis is robust against the view change of the human face.
Analyzed correlation is then incorporated into Graph Cut-based image
segmentation, which optimizes an energy function defined over multiple
video frames. As this process can find the global optimum segmentation
with image information balanced, we thus can extract a reliable region
aligned to real visual boundaries. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness and robustness of our method.

1

Introduction

The ability to detect a speaker accurately from multiple persons is important
for various applications in video processing and content analysis systems. For
example, a video-teleconferencing system may need to focus on a speaker, or
a video analysis system may have to associate uttered words with the right
speaker. Being able to identify the speaker face region is furthermore preferred
because this makes various effects possible, such as to automatically emphasize
the speaker by blurring all other persons and background, or, on the contrary, to
impose mosaic over the speaker in an interview to protect privacy. An example
of them is shown in Figure. 1 based on the results of our method.
However, regardless of the great progresses in face and human detection
(e.g., [16] and [3] respectively) made in recent years, speaker detection is still
under development. As the purpose is to distinguish a person from others, face
or human detection fails in this area. One solution [10] is to detect the face,
locate the mouth, and check its movement. The weakness of this method is the
requirement of a frontal view. In fact, the problem of view dependency is also a
challenge even in face and human detection systems [16] [3]. Additionally, as the
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Fig. 1. Localized speaker face regions and application demonstrations. (a) is the original image. (b-c) show the speaker face region localized by our method. (d-e) show the
imposed special effects based on our results.

correlation between the mouth movement and audio signal is not well analyzed,
it is prone to be disturbed by unconscious movements from other persons.
In this work, we develop a novel technique to find the speaker face region from
gray images of a video in a time window, which is robust against different views
and complex backgrounds. This technique is based on the recent developments
in audio source localization by audiovisual correlation analysis and an image
segmentation technique over multiple video frames.
To localize an audio source by audiovisual correlation analysis is a relatively
new research topic and has drawn much attention in recent years. Psychological
research [5] discovered that audiovisual correlation mainly lies in the synchrony.
Initiated from it, Hershey and Movellan [6] first introduced a method to localize
the audio source by audiovisual correlation analysis. They assumed that audio
energy and pixel intensity obey joint normal distribution and measured their
Mutual Information (MI) to decide the audio source. Yet, this assumption is too
strong and contradicts with the real observation. To avoid this problem, following researches tried another way, where they optimize an objective function to
find the audio source. Darrell and Fisher [4] searched the optimum projection
vector that can maximize the lower bound of MI between the projected audiovisual signals. Kidron and Schechner [8] searched a projection vector which can
maximize the Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) between audiovisual signals and has minimum L1-norm. In 2005, Monaci et al. [11] claimed that the
movements of the photographed objects convey better audiovisual correlation
than the pixel values. They employed Matching Pursuit (MP) to extract local
objects, tracked their translations and rotations in the video and computed the
correlation with audio to decide which one should be the audio source.
Unfortunately, all methods mentioned above suffer a common problem: the
estimated audio source is highly fragmental. Therefore, they in fact experience
difficulties in designating a correct speaker position, much less identifying a
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reliable speaker region. Most of them can detect only pixels that are supposed
to be the audio source. Only Casanovas [2] clustered the estimated pixels and
adopted the cluster center as the speaker position. Yet clustering is vulnerable
to the outliers that appear often.
To be able to detect a reliable speaker face region, we consider a novel technique, whose key idea is to integrate audiovisual correlation analysis into image
segmentation framework to extract out the region. Our current system requires
that the speaker must stay nearly at the same position in the estimation time
window for the sake of audiovisual correlation analysis, as was assumed in previous methods [4] [6] [8]. The time window is generally within 2 − 4 seconds.
We extract the audiovisual features inside this time window and analyze the
statistical audiovisual correlation at each pixel position using a novel measure
— Quadratic Mutual Information (QMI). We then do a global optimization to
extract a reliable speaker region from the pixel-based correlation values, which
is based on the Graph Cut-based image segmentation technique. Note that the
speaker region here does not necessarily mean his/her face region, although our
method can detect the whole face region in most cases. Sometimes only the
mouth region is detected, as discussed in Sec. 4. This will not be a problem if
only the speaker position is required. Yet, for the applications requiring the face
region, we can use the face detection rectangle to supply a coarse mask because
we now know who the speaker is.
In contrast to audio source localization, image segmentation has been studied
for decades. Recently, Boykov and Funka-Lea made an important progress step
[1], in which a globally optimum segmentation, which balances pixel likelihood
and image region information, can be found efficiently using Graph Cut. The
method works for not only a single image, but also for multiple video frames with
inter-frame continuity considered [1]. The global optimization framework and the
ability to process multiple video frames well fit our requirements. Additionally,
although the method in [1] requires the user to designate seeds of foreground
and background manually, which limits its usefulness, our method successfully
eliminates this requirement by integrating audio information. Audio information
also gives our method better robustness against backgrounds than [1].
The main contribution of this work can be summarized as follows: 1) to find
the speaker face region robustly against different views and complex backgrounds
by incorporating audiovisual correlation analysis into image segmentation, 2) to
firstly use the QMI and kernel density estimation to analyze audiovisual correlation, and 3) to adopt audio information to eliminate the manual operations
in Graph Cut-based segmentation and improve its robustness against complex
backgrounds.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose our
audiovisual features and the computation of pixel-based audiovisual correlation
using QMI. In Section 3, we explain how we find the speaker face region by
performing image segmentation based on the results of audiovisual correlation
analysis. In Section 4, we present and discuss our experimental results. In Section
5 we present our conclusions.
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Audiovisual correlation analysis

If audio and visual signals are originated from one source, they should have
strong correlation. To measure such correlation, some methods have been proposed; as reviewed in Sec. 1. However, none of the previous measures satisfies
our requirements: to analyze the pixel-based audiovisual correlation under arbitrary distributions. Consequently, we introduce a novel measure — QMI, which
is based on kernel density estimation. For continuous random variables, QMI can
be computed much more efficiently than MI and is adopted to analyze the pixelbased audiovisual correlation. Moreover, kernel density estimation can estimate
arbitrary probability density function (p.d.f.) [12]. Below we first introduce our
audiovisual feature. Then we introduce the computation of audiovisual correlation by QMI.
2.1

Our audiovisual feature

As synchrony is the key to compute audiovisual correlation, we require the audio
and visual signals to be recorded synchronously in the video. Based on this
prerequisite, we extract the audio and visual features.
Audio feature. Input audio data are first divided into frames. The duration Ta of each audio frame is set to be the same as that of each visual
frame. In order to keep the continuity between frames, it is set such that each
pair of two successive frames have an overlap of the duration of Ta /2. Additionally, to reduce the boundary effect, a Hamming window is multiplied
[14]. Coefficients of a standard Hamming window can be calculated through
m = 1, · · · , M where M is the number of the
h(m) = 0.54 − 0.46 cos( πm
M ),
samples in an audioframe. The logarithm
energy of each frame is then com
PM
1
2
puted by a(t) = log M m=1 s (t, m) , where s(t, m) refers to the processed
audio sample m in frame t. The audio feature is defined to be the differential
energy between the current and next frames as f at = a(t + 1) − a(t). Adopting
differential energy is closely related to our adopted visual feature: the pixel-based
intra-frame movement. Differential audio energy obviously demonstrates much
higher correlation with this feature. The reason for this fact can be explained as
follows: when the uttering movement is fast, audio energy should change quickly
also.
We perform a verification of the existence of speech, although none of the
previous methods has mentioned this process. Such process is important not
only in the meaning that it checks whether audio conveys information, but also
for its function to act as trigger to tell our system when it should work. The
verification by now is to check whether or not the audio energy a(t) is beyond a
pre-defined threshold. It can be extended to check whether or not speech exists in
the audio by using more complex algorithm. Frames failing this test are regarded
as silence and dropped, together with their corresponding image frames. Note
that, if a(t + 1) fails the test, f at will not be extracted either. From here on, if
we talk about N video frames with speech, this refers to the frames that pass
this test, and not to the actual number of video frames, which may exceed N .
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Visual feature. Similar to the considerations in [11], we believe that better
audiovisual correlation exists not in the pixel values but between the movements
of the photographed objects and the audio. However, to accurately extract all
objects and track their movements in a video sequence is difficult and not robust.
Instead, we adopt the intra-frame pixel-based movement, which is described by
optical flow and extracted between every two consecutive video frames.
To adopt optical flow as the visual feature has three advantages for our system. First, it helps our system to be background robust. Movement is invariant
to the complexity of a static background. For a moving background, as its movements usually correlate marginally with audio, the influence can be suppressed
in the subsequent correlation analysis. Second, it helps our system to be view
robust. Since optical flow is extracted locally at each pixel position, view difference of the human face has only minor influence on it. No matter how different a
face looks in different view, its local parts move similarly when speaking. Third,
the locality of the optical flow also makes it possible for our method to achieve
good segmentation boundary.
Note that our method is different from motion segmentation technique. Although both adopt visual movements as feature, the inside assumptions differ
largely. Motion segmentation assumes that regions of pixels move with coherent
motion and evaluate the coherence to do segmentation [7]. Yet the speakingrelated actions are generally not coherent, e.g., the two lips of a people usually
move in opposite directions. Motion segmentation cannot distinguish which motion correlates with audio either.
We compute the optical flow on gray images using the Lucas-Kanade method
[9]. The window size we used is 9 × 9. Since the optical flow cannot be estimated
stably for windows with low texture, we verify the pixel intensity variation inside
the window. If it is below a threshold, we set its flow value to zero.
Optical flow has two elements: horizontal and vertical movement. We need to
transfer it into a scalar value to compute the correlation with the audio feature.
We tested three derived values: amplitude, horizontal element, and vertical element. Results are shown in Figure. 2. The vertical element obviously has much
higher correlation with the audio feature. This matches our intuition since speaking movements generally happen vertically. Consequently, we adopt its vertical
element to be our visual feature, i.e., the visual feature f vt (u, v) at pixel position
(u, v) in frame t is defined as the vertical part of the pixel’s optical flow extracted
between frame t and t + 1.
2.2

Audiovisual correlation by QMI

We regard the audio and visual features as two random variables and compute
the correlation statistic using their temporal samples extracted from each video
frame. Note that the correlation will be computed independently at each pixel
position (u, v).
Firstly we adopt kernel density estimation to estimate their joint probability
density function (p.d.f.). Kernel density estimation [12] (also known as Parzen
window estimation) is a method to estimate arbitrary p.d.f. of a random variable.
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Fig. 2. Audiovisual correlation using different optical flow elements. The whiter a pixel,
the higher its correlation. (a-d) show the original image, correlation by horizontal
element, vertical element and mode, respectively.

Given N data points xi , i = 1, · · · , N in the d-dimensional space Rd , the multivariate kernel density estimation with kernel KΣ (x) and a symmetric positive
definite d × d bandwidth matrix H, computed in the point x is given by
p(x) =

N
1 X
KΣ (x − xi ),
N i=1

(1)

where KΣ (·) is the specified kernel function. In practice, Gaussian function with
the diagonal bandwidth matrix Σ = diag(σ12 , · · · , σd2 ) is often adopted.
Based on the estimated p.d.f., we compute the statistical correlation between
the audio and visual feature. However, the computation of the Shannon MI by
Eq. (1) is difficult since it does not yield a closed-form solution. Thus we adopt
QMI proposed by Xu et al. [17], which is based on the quadratic form of Renyi
entropy.
If one of the four constraints defined by Shannon is weakened, Renyi [15]
showed that the entropy of a random variable
can be evaluated by a group of
R
1
log pα (x)dx , where α > 0, α 6= 1. As
functions defined as Hα (x) = 1−α
α → 1, Hα (x) approaches the Shannon entropy H(x). In practice, the one most
often used is its quadratic form α = 2, which can be easily computed based
on the p.d.f. estimated by kernel density estimation using a diagonal Gaussian
kernel because we have [17]
Z
KΣ (x − xi )KΣ (x − xj )dx = K2Σ (xi − xj ).
(2)
Unfortunately, Renyi MI is left undefined. Although Shannon MI between
two random variables x1 and x2 can be directly computed from their entropies
as M I(x1 ; x2 ) = H(x1 )+H(x2 )−H(x1 x2 ), this is not true for the Renyi entropy.
In 1998, Xu et al. [17] proposed a form to compute QMI based on Renyi entropy,
which is defined as
RR 2
RR
p (x1 , x2 )dx1 dx2 p2 (x1 )p2 (x2 )dx1 dx2
RR
C(x1 , x2 ) = log
.
(3)
( p(x1 , x2 )p(x1 )p(x2 )dx1 dx2 )2

It is easy to show that C(x1 , x2 ) ≥ 0 and the equality holds true if and only if
p(x1 ) = p(x2 ) using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
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In our case, using the temporal samples of the audiovisual feature {(x1t , x2t ) =
(f at , f vt (u, v)), t = 1, · · · , N }, we can analyze their QMI at each pixel position
(u, v). Following Eq. (2), QMI can be directly computed from the sample set in
closed-form as [17]

1t })Vm ({x2t })

C(x1 , x2 |{xt }) = log Vc ({xt })VVm2({x


nc ({xt })

P
P
Q
N
N
2

1
2

 Vc ({xt }) = N 2 i=1 j=1 k=1 G(xki − xkj , 2σk )
PN
1
2
(4)
Vs (xkj , {xki }) = N i=1 G(xkj − xki , 2σk ) k = 1, 2

PN

1

({x
})
=
V
(x
,
{x
})
k
=
1,
2
V

m
ki
ki
j=1 s kj
N


 V ({x }) = 1 PN Q2 V (x , {x })
nc
t
s
kj
ki
j=1
k=1
N
Q2
where G(x, σ 2 ) represents a 1D Gaussian p.d.f. and KΣ (x) = k=1 G(xk , σk2 ).
An example of the analyzed correlation can be seen in Figure. 4.

3

Speaker region segmentation

Based on the analyzed pixel-based audiovisual correlation, we take advantage of
the image segmentation technique to extract the speaker region.
Again using the retrieved N video frames, we build the N-D image as defined in [1] and perform the video segmentation. The distance of each pixel to
the foreground (speaker) and the background is computed from the analyzed
audiovisual correlation. Since there is only one scalar correlation value at each
image position (u, v), the computed likelihood is same for all pixels at (u, v), regardless of in which frame t they are. On the other hand, as image information,
like edge, pixel similarity and intra-frame continuity, is related to both (u, v) and
t, segmentation results can still be different in each frame and capture the face
deformation when speaking.
3.1

Graph Cut-based segmentation

Segmentation of video frames by optimizing a global energy function was proposed in [1]. The global energy function is composed of two important terms:
the sum of the data cost to assign a pixel to be speaker, and the sum of the
smoothness penalty between every two neighboring pixels in both temporal and
spatial domains. Its definition is as Eq. (5),
X
X
E(l) =
Dp (lp ) + λ ·
Spq (lp , lq ),
(5)
p

{p,q}∈N e

where l represents the segmentation labels of all pixels in the N-D image. lp = 1
means pixel p is labeled as the speaker; while lp = 0 means the background. N e
defines the neighborhood relationship between two pixels, which is discussed in
detail in Sec. 3.3. λ is a constant adjusting the balance between the two terms.
It was shown that the energy function defined in Eq. (5) can be efficiently
optimized by calculating the minimum cut of a graph using a maximum flow
algorithm [1]. Moreover, the optimization result is guaranteed to be the global
minimum solution of the energy function [1].
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Fig. 3. A demonstration of the N-D image and the neighborhood.

3.2

Data cost by audiovisual correlation

Since QMI is not a normalized correlation measure, its dynamic range changes
largely for different retrieved N video frames. Furthermore, as shown in Figure. 4,
although speaker face region obviously has higher audiovisual correlation values,
their variation is large. Thus, it is difficult to directly adopt the correlation values
as the data cost.
In order to solve these difficulties, we apply a clustering process to the correlation values from all pixels and take the Mahalanobis distance to each cluster center as the data cost. First, the highest and lowest analyzed audiovisual
correlation values are selected as two seeds. Then, applying the ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm to all correlation values, we can train two onedimensional Gaussian distributions. The EM training generally converges after
6 − 10 iterations. The one trained from the seed of the lowest correlation is regarded as the background correlation distribution, denoted as G(µ0 , σ02 ). The
other is regarded as the foreground (speaker) distribution, denoted as G(µ1 , σ12 ).
Finally, the pixel’s data cost is computed by the Mahalanobis distance to each
center, as defined in Eq. (6).

(C(f a, f v(u, v)) − µ1 )2 /σ12 lp = 1
(6)
Dp (lp ) =
(C(f a, f v(u, v)) − µ0 )2 /σ02 lp = 0
3.3

Smoothness penalties by image information

Smoothness penalty is forced between every two neighboring pixels in both spatial and temporal domains. In the N-D image, the spatial and temporal neighborhoods are defined as shown in Figure. 3. Each pixel can maximally have 26
neighbors.
The value of smoothness penalty is computed by

−1
(7)
Spq (lp , lq ) = exp −β(Ip − Iq )2 · (d(p, q)) · T [lp 6= lq ],

where p and q are two neighboring pixels. Ip and Iq are their intensity values.
−1
, where h·i denotes
The constant β is chosen as in [1] to be β = 2 (Ip − Iq )2
the expectation over the N-D image sample. This choice of β ensures that the exponential term in Eq. (7) switches appropriately between high and low contrast.
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Fig. 4. Statistical audiovisual correlation using different frame numbers. (b-d) demonstrate the analyzed correlation values using 20, 40 and 80 video frames with speech.
Correlation values are normalized independently in (b-d).

d(p, q) calculates Euclidean
between p and q in the three-dimensional
√ distance
√
grid, which may be 1, 2 or 3 in our neighborhood model. T [·] is a boolean
function returning 1 when the condition inside is true and 0 otherwise.

4

Experimental results

We used the CUAVE audiovisual database [13] in all our experiments, where 17
females and 19 males uttered English numbers in front of a green background
with frontal, lateral, and moving views. Video sequences were filmed at 29.97 fps,
while the audio signals were sampled at 44 kHz stereo. An advantage of CUAVE
database was that we could remove the green background by color and replace it
with other complex backgrounds to test the performance of our algorithm. Color
images were then converted into gray images and down-sampled from 720 × 480
to 240 × 160 for memory saving. For all our experiments, the kernel bandwidths
are set as (σ1 , σ2 ) = (0.4, 0.3). The balance constant in Graph Cut is set as
λ = 20.
Since we computed the audiovisual correlation by temporal statistics, we
first tested the computed correlation values using different numbers of the video
frames. The experimental results are shown in Figure. 4. We can see that using
more frames helps to remove the ambiguity of another person besides the speaker.
However, using more frames tends to break our assumption that the speaker
stays at the same position. Thus, we generally adopt 40 frames to compute our
experimental results. On our laptop whose CPU is Intel Core2 1.83G with 1G
RAM, it takes about 31 seconds.
We tested the performance of our algorithm for different backgrounds, with
results shown in Figure. 5 (a-c). 40 frames were used for computation, although
only one of them is shown. The results of our algorithm show minor changes for
different backgrounds. We also implemented the method in [1], whose manually
designated seeds and the segmentation results over the same 40 frames are shown
in Figure. 5 (d-g). Note that this does not mean a comparison of performance,
as the results by [1] can be improved iteratively by adding more seeds. However,
the results demonstrated that, through using audio information, our method
achieved better robustness to the different complex stationary or non-stationary
backgrounds.
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Fig. 5. Estimated results by the method in [1] and ours. Areas blended with blue mean
estimated background. Boundary pixels are shown as white. (a-c) show our segmentation results of original video, video merged with a static background and video merged
with a non-stationary background, respectively. (d) shows the user designated seeds.
(e-f) are the segmentation results by the method in [1].

Fig. 6. Estimation results for different views. (a) and (c) show the detected speaker
face region for a frontal view. (b) and (d) show the results for a lateral view.

As both frontal and lateral views of the speaker face were photographed, we
applied our method to the data using completely same parameters. The results
are shown in Figure. 6. Since frontal and lateral views are two extreme cases
of the view change, the success of our method to process them elegantly in the
same framework demonstrated its robustness against different views.
We also applied our method to several other sequences with same parameters,
where single or multiple persons are photographed. The experimental results are
shown in Figure. 7. Sequences (a-c) demonstrated the results of other single
speakers under different backgrounds. For (c), our method could segment out
the mouth region of the speaker only. As the man in (c) moved his mouth only
when speaking and demonstrated none of other speaking-related actions, our
method can segment his mouth region only. Sequences (d-f) demonstrate the
results for multiple persons. Our method correctly located the current speaker
and detected their face regions in most cases.
To give a quantitative evaluation of our detection result, we have manually
labeled the face regions for the first frame of four video sequences. The ground
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Fig. 7. The experimental results for other persons. Sequences (a-c) are the results when
only a single person exists. Sequences (d-f) are results when multiple persons exist.

Fig. 8. Ground truth and the detection rate of our method. The ground truth in the
first row shows the manually labeled face region superimposed over the original image.

truth and the detection rate of our method were shown in Figure. 8. In most
cases, our method can extract the face region with high detection rate.

5

Conclusions and future works

In this work, we have developed a method to find speaker face region in gray
images robustly against views and backgrounds by integrating audiovisual correlation analysis into Graph Cut-based image segmentation framework. We have
shown that our method is capable of finding less fragmented speaker face regions
than previous methods for both single and multiple persons under different views
and different complex backgrounds.
Our current evaluation of audiovisual correlation is sensitive to the noise.
Visual noise may yield incorrect optical flow in untextured regions. Audio noise
may disturb the frame energy estimation and decrease the audiovisual correlation. We plan to try other reliable methods to compute optical flow and other
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robust audio features, especially the audio features in frequency domain. Additionally, our method requires the speaker to stay at relatively the same position
in the statistical time span. We will consider methods to eliminate this constraint.
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